[Structure of crambin in solution, crystal and in the trajectories of molecular dynamics simulations].
The mechanisms of the three-dimensional crambin structure alterations in the crystalline environments and in the trajectories of the molecular dynamics simulations in the vacuum and crystal surroundings have been analyzed. In the crystalline state and in the solution the partial regrouping of remote intramolecular packing contacts, involved in the formation and stabilization of the tertiary structure of the crambin molecule, occurs in NMR structures. In the crystalline state it is initiated by the formation of the intermolecular contacts, the conformational influence of its appearance is distributed over the structure. The changes of the conformations and positions of the residues of the loop segments, where the intermolecular contacts of the crystal surroundings are preferably concentrated, are most observable. Under the influence of these contacts the principal change of the regular secondary structure of crambin is taking place: extension of the two-strand beta structure to the three-strand structure with the participation of the single last residue N46 of the C-terminal loop. In comparison with the C-terminal loop the more profound changes are observed in the conformation and the atomic positions of the backbone atoms and in the solvent accessibility of the residues of the interhelical loop. In the solution of the ensemble of the 8 NMR structures relative accessibility to the solvent differs more noticeably also in the region of the loop segments and rather markedly in the interhelical loop. In the crambin cryogenic crystal structures the positions of the atoms of the backbone and/or side chain of 14-18 of 46 residues are discretely disordered. The disorganizations of at least 8 of 14 residues occur directly in the regions of the intermolecular contacts and another 5 residues are disordered indirectly through the intramolecular contacts with the residues of the intermolecular contacts. Upon the molecular dynamics simulation in the vacuum surrounding as in the solution of the crystalline structure of crambin the essential changes of the backbone conformation are caused by the intermolecular contacts absence, but partly masked by the structure changes owing to the nonpolar H atoms absence on the simulated structure. The intermolecular contact absence is partly manifested upon the molecular dynamics simulation of the crambin crystal with one protein molecule. Compared to the crystal structure the lengths of the interpeptide hydrogen bonds and other interresidue contacts in an average solution NMR structure are somewhat shorter and accordingly the energy of the interpeptide hydrogen bonds is better. This length shortening can occur at the stage of the refinement of the NMR structures of the crambin and other proteins by its energy minimizations in the vacuum surroundings and not exist in the solution protein structures.